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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER. MR DUNSTAN, OPENING GRAFT ASSOCIATION-
• EXHIBITION. ; ADELAIDE. 12.3.74 . 
Mr Lewis, Mrs Thomas, Ladies.and Gentlemen; 
Thank you very much for inviting me to open your latest Festival 
exhibition. 
It is, I think, a measure of the extent to which craft industries 
are emerging in South Australia that three of the exhibitions I've 
attended in as many days have been craft-centred or related. 
Another such indicator is that we are attracting the attention of 
experts. I spoke on Sunday about Vagn Hemmingsen and Sam Herman 
who'll be coming to Adelaide to teach. 
Today I'd like especially to welcome Mr Paul Smith, director of the 
Museum of Contemporary Crafts in New York. He's been here for 
three days advising our museum and crafts people and Dick Richards 
tells 
me that his advice is as good as his company is stimulating. 
If we are to reach take-off point in our craft industries it will 
in large part be due to the advice of experts such as Mr Smith. 
That doesn't mean - as I think he'll be the first to agree - that 
success lies through imitation. There is at present a type of 
bland internationalism - perhaps, you could call it thatched 
Scandinavian - found in too many craft products around the world. 
That's the very kind of thing we must avoid. We need, at this stage 
of our development, expert guidance from international authorities 
for our young craftsmen and craftswomen. I hope their knowledge 
and skills will help us to create products in jewellery, ceramics, 
textiles and the whole range of crafts that are distinctively our 
own. 
The Craft Association, plainly, has a leading role to play in this. 
And its development so far proves that it has the capacity and 
willingness to do so. The Association's annual summer schools and 
weekend workshops have been a great success in promoting the very 
thing I'm talking about and I'm delighted to learn that State and 
Federal assistance has now enabled the Association to go a stage • 
further and set up a central office in the city with a full time 
administrative officer. 
This, together with the newly established Craft Authority and 
outlets such as the Aldgate Gallery mean that we now have the 
machinery required for really dramatic growth in the craft industries 
We certainly have the talent as today's exhibition demonstrates 
and the numbers as the Association brings together well over 300 
people active in various fields. 
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The message seems to be that the crafts are-alive and well in 
South Australia and that we can look forward to them flourishing 
even more strongly in the future. 
I have very much pleasure in declaring the exhibition open. 
' ' Thank you. 
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